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Three cylinders of artificial ice have been deformed in torsion at about -10C up to finite
shear strains of 0.6, 0.95 and 2. The initial random lattice orientation rapidly evolves into a
bimodal distribution of the basal slip planes as already observed by Kamb (1972) and Duval
(1981) for low-strains experiments near the melting point. For the 0.6 and 0.95 experiments,
one family of grains > 50o) corresponds to basal planes tending to parallel the imposed shear
plane; the basal planes of the other family make a broader maximum at about 60 from the
shear plane. The direction of minimum concentration between the two populations approxi-
mately corresponds to the flattening plane or to the elongation direction of the strain ellipsoid.
With increasing strain (? 2) the second submaximum vanishes and only the principal maximum
parallel to the shear plane remains. This evolution is conformable with the data of Hudleston
(1977) in a natural shear zone in glacial ice; it also compares remarkably well with Etchecopar’s
(1977) geometrical computer model of simple shear in the same range of , values. Single slip on
the basal plane with no preferential slip direction in that plane can explain the analogy between
fabrics in ice deformed in plane strain and fabrics obtained from the two-dimensional computer
model.
The bimodal distribution reflects predominant slip on the basal plane; the progressively

increasing heterogeneous strain enhances internal distorsion, rigid body rotation and recrystal-
lization of grains unfavorably oriented for further slip, leading to the unimodal distribution.
The adequacy of fabric analyses to infer the strain regime and the sense of shear in plastically
deformed rocks is strengthened.
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INTRODUCTION

Anisotropy of the lattice orientations in polycrystalline materials, called
"textures" by metallurgists and crystalline "fabrics" or "lattice preferred
orientations" L.P.O. by geologists is now a matter of numerous studies in
the earth sciences due both to potential applications to the kinematic
analyses of geological bodies and to the important role of the anisotropic
properties of rocks in geology such as for flow laws. Since the beginning of
the seventies, in conjunction with a better understanding of the deformation
mechanisms in crystals, L.P.O. studies became increasingly frequent and the
kinematic interpretations ofrock tectonic histories became more firmly estab-
lished (Nicolas and Poirier, 1976). An important part of recent L.P.O. studies
in rocks is devoted to peridotites and quartzites. In such rocks homogeneously
deformed by predominantly intracrystalline slip, it appears that solid state
flow on the scale of the aggregate is mainly achieved by the activity of a
dominant single slip system, or a single slip direction (Nicolas et Vialon,
1980). Under these conditions and as soon as strain is sufficiently large for
a given shear regime, the slip planes parallel the shear plane and the slip
directions parallel the shear direction. This is particularly clear for peridotites
in which three behavioural domains of olivine can be distinguished with
increasing temperature (Nicolas et Vialon, 1980). The behaviour of quartz
is more complex and the experimental controls are less complete than for

olivine, but it is believed that the (1120) slip direction prevails in natural
quartz-tectonites (Christie et al., 1964; Bouchez et al., 1979), along with the
(0001) basal plane at low-temperature (greenschists facies) and other planes
in a zone around the (1120) direction for higher temperatures (Bouchez and
Pcher, 1981).
The dominant "single slip behaviour" is here illustrated using polycrystal-

line ice as an analogue of usual rocks (see also Wilson, 1982), easy to deform
under geometrically controlled conditions. Comparing the resulting L.P.O.
with that of ice naturally deformed under similar conditions and with that
of the geometrical model of Etchecopar (1977) enables a better understanding
of the mechanism of L.P.O. formation.

Ice formed at 0C by freezing water at room pressure has an hexagonal
structure (Ih ice of Hobbs, 1974). Its intracrystalline plastic deformation is
achieved by slip on the basal (0001) plane (MacCornell, 1891; Steinemann,
1958) and along the (1120) direction (Glen and Jones, 1967). Non-basal slip
bands have been recorded (see Muguruma and Higashi, 1963) but in fact
most of the observed dislocations in ice have a Burgers’ vector of -(1120).
In addition Glen (1975) and Higashi (1967) showed that the stress which is
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FIGURE Simple shear (a) and torsion (b) geometry.

a) The plane of deformation is parallel to paper; ED, extension direction or long axis of the
strain ellipse; SD, shear direction.

b) The sample is gripped at its ends (re 40 mm: h 120 mm). The ink line outlines the
strain variations along the cylinder (see Figure 2). The thin sections for c-axis orientation data
are near-peripheral tangential sections (~ mm in thickness and 2 cm in width).

necessary to deform a single crystal of ice in a non-basal plane is more than
one order of magnitude higher than for basal plane activation which needs
less than one bar at -20C.
The simple shear geometry used is sketched in Figure la; 0 is the angle

of shear; the shear strain is more often referred by its , tan (0) value. Note
that the deformation due to simple shear is in the plane perpendicular to
the shear plane and parallel to the shear direction. In that plane, the direction
of finite extension (ED) or long axis of the strain-ellipse makes an angle c
with the shear direction, with a 0.5 tan- (2/tan 0). In the following, the
sense of shear will always be dextral as in Figure la.

TORSION EXPERIMENTS

Experimental procedure

Simple shear in the laboratory is achieved by constant-stress torsion experi-
ments ofcylindrical samples (Figure lb). That procedure is simpler to conduct
than using directly a "shear-box," especially if high shear strains are desired.
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FIGURE 2 Heterogeneous strain in experiment E2. After development of the cylinder surface
on a plane (t trace of the torsion axis), the ink line shows two roughly linear domains
corresponding to two homogeneously deformed parts of the cylinder. Due to an excess of water
relative to snow during the sample preparation on the upper part of the cylinder, a coarse-grained
aggregate developed and deformed at a constant but lower average strain-rate than the bottom
part. The microstructure of this sample is shown in Figure 3b.

In ice, torsion experiments have been realized by Steinmann (1958), Kamb
(1972) and Duval (1981). The apparatus used here has already been described
(Duval, 1976b).
As seen in Figure 1, the imposed shear plane is normal to the axis of

torsion; the shear direction in each point of the sample is normal to that
axis, within the local shear plane. For a homogeneous torsion with an angle
/3 (radians) the shear strain for a point located at a distance r from the axis
is: fir/h, where h is the height of the sample (here h 120 mm). We see
that the shear strain for a given/3 is constant at a constant distance from
the axis, and that the axis itself is a singular line where y 0, whatever/3.
That singularity may be avoided using hollowed cylinders (Kamb, 1972);
they have not been used here as the L.P.O. measurements have been
conducted far from the axis, near the periphery of the samples (r 40 mm).

El, E2 and E3 experiments

The polycrystalline samples were obtained by filling a cylindrical container
with snow, saturating the snow with previously boiled water, and allowing
the water to freeze in an air-depleted condition. This technique is that modified
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FIGURE 3 Microstructures of the experimentally deformed ice (crossed polars).

a) The undeformed artificial aggregate; section normal to the axis of the cylinder. Polygonal
equant mosaic. Scale bar is 10 mm.

b) Experiment E2. Radial section (containing the axis of the deformed cylinder) showing
the coarse-grained (upper) to fine-grained (lower) transition responsible for the strain-rate
inhomogeneity (see Figure 2). Notice the kink-bands, with boundaries parallel to [0001] in the
upper-right corner. Square grid is 10 mm.

c) Experiment E3. Tangential section. Fine-grained aggregate. The strong lattice fabric is
reflected by the rather smooth contrasts. The black bar underlining a local elongated grain
foliation is parallel to ED ( 22). Square grid is 10 mm.

d) Experiment E 1. Tangential section. After a static recrystallization of 24 h duration at C.
The grain-size increased from 35 grains/cm (initial) to 3.2 grains/cm2. Elongated bubbles (:
45 to 30) have their mean elongation subparallel to ED (white bar; 37). With the exception
of the triple-junction site (low centre), the bubbles did not greatly affect the grain-boundary
migration. Square grid is 10 mm.
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from Kamb (1972) by Le Gac (1980) in order to minimize the density of
air-bubbles. The ice crystals within the aggregate (Figure 3a) are subequant
in shape, 2.-3. mm in diameter and have c-axis orientations close to random
(Le Gac, 1980).

Three torsion experiments have been performed for different values
(calculated for the peripheral thin sections which were used here for a cylinder
radius varying from 2-3 mm) 1 0.6, 2 0.95 and a 2., shear stresses
were about 4 bars. Temperatures were respectively, T1 7C, T2 12C
and T3 10C. The duration of the experiments was, tl 25 days, t2 35
days and t3 62 days. Average strain rates were 10-7 sec-1 for E1 and
E2. In E3 increased from 10- 7 to 10-6 sec- 1. The homogeneity ofthe strain
along the cylinders was visualized by the distorsion of ink lines which were
initially parallel to the torsion axis (vertical). Figure 2 shows an example of
strain heterogeneity encountered in E2 due to an initial heterogeneity in the
grain-size distribution along the cylinder (see Figure 3b). The preferred
orientation data reported here for E2 are relative to the homogeneously
strained bottom part of the sample (2 0.95). As soon as the samples were
unloaded they were cold-stored, then thin sectioned and photographed.
Storage at 20C prevented a microstructural readjustment of the deformed
aggregate at least for a period of several months. The thin sections used are
the "tangential" ones (Figure 1), they are parallel to the plane of deformation,
i.e. perpendicular to the shear plane and parallel to the shear direction, and
provide near constant , values (A/, 5%).

Microstructure

With strain, the grain shapes evolve from subpolygonal (Figure 3a) to irregular
and variously lobate (Figure 3b and Figure 6). The grain-size distribution
becomes more variable with large grains neighbouring smaller ones. The
average grain-size keeps close to the initial one (~ 35 grains/cm2) for 0.6
(E1) but gets appreciably smaller for higher strains (50 grains/cm2 for E2 and
> 60 grains/cm2 for E3). The grains are frequently non-equidimensional
(Figure 3c) but an average elongation direction is hard to recognize by eye,
contrary to what is currently observed in foliated rocks or sometimes
in naturally foliated ice (see Kamb, 1959). We found that a slight static
recrystallization of the samples helps to better visualize a shape preferred-
orientation (Figure 4a). However, taking the unrecrystallized samples, the
existence of a shape preferred-orientation can be shown by measuring the
average spacing between successive grain-boundaries for the various direc-
tions in the thin section. This has been done for sample E (Figure 4b). Along
the directions contained in the + 50, 0) angular domain, the grain-boundary
spacing is about 209/0 larger than the average spacing for the whole section.
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FIGURE 4 Shape preferred-orientation of the experimentally deformed aggregate, experi-
ment El.

a) Part of the deformed specimen was statically recrystallized during 6 h at C. Tangential
section; t, trace of the torsion axis. A weak foliation (average elongation direction of the grains),
close to ED, is found to be easier to detect by eye than in the unrecrystallized sample
(cf. Figure 6). Grain size: 11 grains/cm against 35 in the unrecrystallized sample.

b) Unrecrystallized area (see Figure 6). The average spacing between successive grain-
boundaries is plotted as a function of the direction on the thin section. Orientation conventions
same as for Figure 5c.

The ED direction, the theoretical elongation direction for simple shear,
belongs to the wide angular domain which contains the preferred grain-
elongation. In fact the long axes of the deformed bubbles more closely parallel
the ED direction than the grain elongation, as illustrated in the E1 sample
(Figure 3d) which has bubbles particularly large in size.

C-axis and basal plane orientations

As for any uniaxial crystal, the optical determination of the L.P.O. in ice
is reduced to that of the [0001-1 axis orientation. In cold rooms, the measure-
ment is traditionally achieved using a universal stage under crossed-polars,
without magnification nor hemispherical lenses (Rigsby, 1951; Schumsky,
1957); the inclination of the c-axis with respect to the optical axis is therefore
corrected for the air-ice refraction. The use of a standard microscope with
a U-stage is easier especially if the grain-size is small. Some orientation data
have been collected in this manner, particularly those related to the orien-
tation micromap (Figure 6). For sake of clarity the orientation data which
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FIGURE 5 C-axis and basal plane orientations in ice for the torsion experiments El, E2 and E3.

a) Orientation data for the c-axes, equal area diagrams. E1 147 points; E2 208 points; E3
100 points. The diagrams are parallel to the plane of the deformation. Solid E-W line is the
trace of the shear plane and the shear direction. Broken oblique line is the theoretical elongation
direction for simple shear (compare with Figure 4b). The broken circular line has a radius
of 70

b) Contoured c-axis diagrams. Orientations are the same as in a. Contours E1 0.7, 1.4, 2.8,
4.2, max. 5.6; E2 0.5, 1., 2., 4., 6., max. 7; E3 1., 2., 4., 6., max. 14. Counting area is 0.45o
of the hemisphere area. Full triangle is the calculated best fitting axis of the distribution.

c) Histograms giving the angular distribution of the trace of the basal planes in the plane
of the deformation. The angular convention + 90 to 90) is given on the contoured diagram
E1 in b.
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are given here are relative to a single section for each experiment:

1) for similar values, the data obtained from other sections are not directly
superposable but closely comparable;

2) the exploration of intermediate values, using sections with smaller r
values, is consistent with the presented evolution of the orientations with
strain.

The orientation data for the El, E2 and E3 experiments are given in
Figure 5. Figure 5a gives the point data for the c-axes. The diagrams are
parallel to the plane of the deformation (i.e. parallel to the thin section planes).
The trace of the imposed shear plane and shear direction (SD) are horizontal.
The same data are contoured in Figure 5b. This representation better visual-
izes the orientation densities and the respective weights of the submaxima;
these weights can also be compared using the position of the calculated best
fitting axis (triangle). These diagrams contain the main features relative to
the orientation of the ice crystals in a polycrystal deformed by simple shear.
They are:

1) A strong preferred-orientation is rapidly attained with increasing strain.
For the lowest value (0.6 in El), more than 90 of the c-axes are closer
than 30 to the plane of the deformation and 80 of them closer than 20.

2) For low strains (El, E2), the c-axes cluster into two submaxima. One
of them (M 1) is located about the pole of the shear plane; the other one (M2)
is centred at about 60 from M1 and "behind" it with respect to the sense
of shear; M1 is heavier than M2. With increasing strain (E3) M1 grows at
the expense of M2 which, at the same time, gets closer to M 1.

Due to the measurement technique itself, the orientation data are relative
to individual grains and are not weighted by the volume (or surface in section)
they occupy. The micromap in Figure 6 (see caption) shows that the Ml-M2
discrepancy is higher considering surfaces than number of grains.
Owing to the fact that most c-axes are located in a peripherical position

on the diagrams, it is justified geometrically to study the orientation distri-
bution of the trace of the basal planes (0001) using histograms in the plane
of the deformation (Figure 5c). The histograms better emphasize the bimodal
distribution of the basal planes and reveal:

1) Almost all the (0001) traces are gathered among the M 1 and M2 clusters.
Subdividing the half-plane between + 90 and -90 as in Figure 5c, we can
see that less than 6 of the basal plane traces occupy the -20 to -90
angular domain for the three experiments.

2) The M 1 (from ED to 20) and M2 + 90 to ED) submaxima are clearly
separated by a null-zone and are symmetrically disposed on each side of the
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FIGURE 6 Micromap showing the bimodal distribution ofthe basal planes. Tangential section
from experiment E1 (7 0.6). The blank areas correspond to zones where the grain-boundary
distribution is confused. In the grains, the trace of the basal plane is marked by solid lines for
orientations belonging to the M1 submaximum in the range + 35 to -20 and by dashed-lines
for the other orientations. For this figure, the M submaximum comprises 56 of the grains in
number and which occupy nearly 65 of the whole surface. Of the sketched grains, the upper
one is typical of the M submaximum and the lower one is typical of M2.

ED direction. The M1 and M2 populations can be more precisely quantified;
M1 represents 58o of the whole in El, 56o in E2 and 85 in E3; M2
represents 38o in E1 and E2 and less than 1 l Y/o in E3. E1 and E2 appear
to have similar preferred-orientations, in grain numbers, with a more regular
bimodal distribution in E2.

The preliminary conclusion is that the basal slip plane within each ice
crystal tends to parallel the imposed shear plane after a given total shear
strain (,,-7 2) is attained. At lower ), values the basal planes, which were
initially randomly orientated, readily distribute into two distinct orientations.
This conforms the data of Duval (1981) and Kamb (1972) for experiments
conducted near the melting point. The latter author reports a readable
bimodal distribution for a shear strain as low as ), 0.29. The micromap
in Figure 6 gives an outline of these two families as they can be observed
directly under crossed-polars by the light contrasts. The following example
of a zone of shear in naturally deformed ice illustrates a similar evolution
with increasing strain.
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COMPARISON WITH NATURALLY SHEARED ICE

Despite the numerous studies dealing with the preferred-orientations of
naturally deformed ice, few of them are available for a comparison with our
simple shear experiments. The reasons are; the strain history in natural ice
is complex, especially in glaciers, often with strong post-tectonic recrystal-
lization and the in-situ geometrical conditions are generally unknown or,
more simply, the structural framework is not reported in the published
diagrams. In contrast, Hudleston (1977) presents a precise and well-
documented study ofa narrow shear-zone in glacial ice and this is summarized
in the following paragraph.

In Barnes Ice Cap (Canada), a shear zone pattern develops in an initially
undeformed ice which is overriden by the advance of a glacier. The sampling
was made in a shaft where the temperature was near constant at -10C.
One shear zone, twelve centimeters in thickness (distance between the shear
zone boundaries within the plane of deformation) has been fully studied by
Hudleston (1977) for its microstructures and c-axis orientations. The bubble
elongation directions, drawing a typical sigmoidal pattern across the zone,
helped to insure that simple shear was the main component of strain and
allowed the calculation of values. The shear zone was divided by Hudleston
into twelve subzones (one centimeter each in thickness) each characterized
by the same average y value (Figure 7), from I, the upper zone boundary,
through VII and VIII (maximum value of about 5.5), to XII, the lower zone
boundary. The contoured c-axis diagrams and the corresponding histograms
giving the distribution of the traces of the basal plane for subzones I to XII
(Figure 7) have been reconstructed using Hudleston’s raw orientation data;
the conventions for the orientations are the same as for Figure 5; the angle
corresponds to the local bubble plunge, or angle between ED (extension
direction given by the average bubble elongations) and SD (shear direction).

Hudleston’s data can be summarized as follows:

1) For the lower strained subzone I (), < 0.5), the histogram is rather "fiat"
but the c-axis diagram already shows a majority of points located close to
the plane of the deformation (more than 70Y/o of the points are closer than
30 to it).

2) For the intermediate values ofsubzones Ill-IV and XI-XII ( 0.4-0.8)
the bimodal distribution on each side of ED is very well defined; the M2
submaximum tends to disappear with increasing strain (y 1.1-1.2) for
subzones V to X.

3) For the higher strained subzones VI to IX (, 2.7-5.5), the basal plane
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distribution is unimodal and represented by the M1 maximum alone, centered
about SD.

The above textural evolution, though more progressively illustrated, is
comparable to that in El-E3 (Figure 5). Histograms IV, XI and XII are similar
to E1 and E2, and E3 ( 2.0) would be in intermediate position between
subzones V (), 1.2) and IX ( 2.7).

ANALOGY WITH ETCHECOPAR’S MODEL

This geometrical model (Etchecopar, 1974; 1977) describes the evolution of
the shape and the lattice preferred orientations of an aggregate with an
increasing planar pure and/or simple shear deformation. The crystalline
aggregate is modelled in two-dimensions by a collection ofjointed polygonal
cells, each one having a unique slip system and with an initial random orien-
tation (Figure 8a). A given final shape, imposed step by step to the aggregate
by a boundary condition, is obtained (Figure 8b) by the deformation of each

FIGURE 8 The geometrical model of Etchecopar (1977, p. 137).

a) Initial set of polygonal cells with randomly oriented slip directions.

b) After a dextral simple shear, of ), 1.43 (0 55); mark dots overlap areas.

constituent cell through the calculation of the transformation (internal homo-
geneous slip x rigid body rotation x translation) which minimizes the gaps
and the overlaps with the neighbouring cells. Taking the case of a deformation
by simple shear, this model defines an average extension direction (ED) for
the aggregate close to the theoretical; the histograms of the orientation
distribution of the slip directions (Figure 9) are comparable, in many respects,
with that of ice.
For the lower (0.7-1.43), the analogy is nearly one to one as noted below.

1) For 0.7 (0 36), the bimodal distribution is not yet well defined but
almost 90% of the slip directions are distributed within the + 90 + 0- 20
angular domain (Figure 9a).
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FIGURE 9 Distribution of the slip-lines predicted by Etchecopar’s model for various ? values
in simple shear.

a 0.7 (0 36); b ), 1.07 (0 47); c 1.43 (0 55); d 2.6 (0 69); e 2.9
(0 71). The frequencies are relative to the number of grains. In a, b and c, the cells are not
subdivided whereas in d and e subdivision is allowed (locked grains, see text) giving a higher
number of cells and promoting M1 at the expnse of M2.

2) The bimodal distribution is clear for ), 1.07 (0 47) and gets stronger
for ? 1.43 (0 55), however the submaxima remain approximately equal
(Figure 9b and c).

For higher , values the submaxima on each side of ED become sharper
but remain approximately equally populated unless the cells are allowed to
pull-apart as soon as the gaps and the overlaps with their neighbours exceed
a given threshold. The introduction of this new mode of accommodation
between the cells results in the rapid increase of M1 at the expense of M2
(Figure 9d and 9e) similarly to that observed in ice.
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DISCUSSION

Validity of the comparison with the geometrical model

Disregarding for the moment the restriction of Etchccopar’s model duc to
the rigid behaviour of the cells, it is believed that the striking analogy between
the model and the ice aggregate basically originates in that ice deformed in
plane strain fits particularly well with the two-dimensional nature ofthe model.
In fact, let us consider the basal plane as the unique slip plane, six slip
directions are equivalent in that plane due to the ice symmetry. For a given
direction of the applied shear stress on the basal plane, it is expected that
the resulting motion direction on that plane by simultaneous slip along the
two nearest slip directions will be close to the direction of the applied stress.
Introducing a power flow exponent into these geometrical considerations,
Kamb (1961) showed that shear takes place exactly in the direction of the
applied shear stress if the exponent of stress in the flow law equals 1
(Newtonian flow) or 3. In addition, the same considerations indicate that,
for n 3, the angle between the crystallographic slip direction and the
direction ofthe applied stress has no influence on the slip rate. More generally,

L Hexagonal

0 10 20 30

0
FIGURE 10 Response of a hexagonal crystal to simultaneous slip on (0001) (Kamb, 1961,
Figure 4). The deviation 6 0 between the direction 0 of the resolved shear stress on (0001)
and the direction of the resulting motion is plotted, in degrees, as a function of 0 for four
values ofthe power-law exponent n. 6 > 0 represents deviation towards the nearest slip direction,
6 < 0 deviation away from it.
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it is shown that the maximum deviation between the direction of the resolved
shear stress on (0001) and the direction of the resulting motion never exceeds
3 for 1 < n < 4 (Figure 10). The currently accepted values for n are around 3
(plasticity by dislocation creep) in the usual domain of shear stresses (Duval,
1976b). Thus, if one accepts Kamb’s demonstration, it can be concluded that
the trace of the slip plane in the plane of the deformation is parallel to the
slip direction for ice. This is the basic assumption for Etchecopar’s two-
dimensional aggregate.

M1 and M2 submaxima

In the geometrical model, the evolution of each cell can be followed step by
step with increasing shear strain (Etchecopar, 1974). In short, it is observed
that each submaximum derives from a given set of initial cells, corresponding
to a given angular domain for the 6o initial orientations of their slip direction:

1) In the 6o + 50 to -30 range (Figure 11), positive (i.e. conformable
to the sense of the external shear) slip occurs in the corresponding cells and,
with the help of minor positive or negative external rotations, the slip
directions progressively rotate towards the shear direction (Figure 1 l a). This
group of cells gives birth to the M1 submaximum.

2) In the 6o +90 to + 50 and -30 to -90 ranges, slip within the
cells is variable in intensity and negative in sense. Large external rotations
occur, always positive, tending to rotate the slip directions towards SD.
Slip plus rotation is much larger for cells with 6o close to the -30 angular
boundary (Figure 1 lb). But, as the cells are progressively elongated parallel
to their neighbours (about ED) they cannot rotate or deform any more by
slip as the resolved shear stress on the slip lines has a low value for such
orientations. The cells become locked like a row of books tilted over on a
shelf.

In the model, the M2 submaximum sharpens and rotates passively towards
ED as ED itself rotates towards SD as strain increases. Unlocking is achieved
by a sub-division of the locked cells, giving smaller and more isodiametric
cells which then undergo positive slip and rotation (Figure 1 l c).

These basic processes are also thought to be valid for ice except that the
mechanisms helping the grain-boundary fitting and the unlocking of the
grains are different. Additional rotation due to kink-bands and dislocation
subboundaries within the grains is probably one ofthese processes, high angle
prismatic subboundaries are frequently observed in thin section. The kink-
bands may evolve through polygonization into new independent grains of
similar lattice orientations. Syntectonic recrystallization and grain-boundary
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This implies that once such a textural zone is created inside a glacier, it will
preferentially deform at the expense of the rest of the ice (see also Russel-Head
and Budd, 1979).

Foliation in ice

This term usually describes the various layered or planar structures that
appear in glaciers, made visible by colour contrasts due to the variable
impurity contents or bubble densities (Hooke and Hudleston, 1978). Foliation
is restricted here to its microstructural meaning viz. the average flattening
plane of the grains or, in a section parallel to the plane of the deformation,
the average elongation direction. In fact, ice deformed near the melting point
(Alpine glaciers or experimentally) involves a high mobility of the grain-
boundaries and hardly shows any foliated microstructures (see Kamb, 1972;
Duval, 1976a). In our experiments, the temperature is rather high (T -7C
to 12C) but the grain-boundary mobility seems sufficiently suppressed to
give rise to a faint foliation (Figure 4). Note that the basal plane probably
acts as a privileged grain-boundary plane as indicated by the widening of
the maximum towards SD in Figure 4b. It has also been observed (see Gow
and Williamson, 1976; Figure 11) that dirty ice has a foliated structure due
to the slower grain-boundary mobility (Wilson, 1979).
The above observations favorably compare with microstructural observa-

tions in rocks such as subsolidus and low-temperature peridotites (olivine
rich aggregates) which always show a well-defined foliation (porphyroclastic
microstructure). This is not the case for high-temperature deformed dunites
(pure olivine aggregates, see Cassard, 1980). In high-temperature deformed
quartzites a small amount of impurities (a few percent of micas is sufficient)
is necessary to observe clearly a grain-shape elongation (Bouchez and P6cher,
1981).

If a foliation can be determined in the ice aggregate (let us call it ED if
it is close to the theoretical one for simple shear), it is interesting to note
that the unequivocal angular relationship between ED and M1 can be used
to predict the sense of shear. For a well-defined foliation, this angle should
also be an estimate of the total shear strain but, in natural cases, the simple
shear hypothesis is not always applicable during the whole strain history and
therefore the obliquity criterion is only valid for the rotational component
of strain and not necessarily for strain estimates.
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